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Caregiving101 Synopsis

Caregiving101 is a toolkit that serves as a strategic solution that helps provide a 
safe space for caregivers to seek help and share their stories while empowering 
them to gain confidence in caregiving. 

These same stories can then used to build a network of caregivers to facilitate 
awareness building measures for support channels.

Key Insight - Taking Distance

The key insight uncovered during the research phase was that caregivers have the 
ability to resolve any of the distress they were facing, the key was for them to be 
able to take an emotional distance from their situation, which is often easier said 
than done.

Interviews were conducted with numerous professional counsellors, psychologists, caregiver trainers, caregiving 
organisations, social workers and caregivers within Singapore.

Opportunity - The Solomon’s Paradox

Solomon’s Paradox states that one can think more sensibly about others’ 
problems than one’s own.

Leveraging on this, the Caregiving101 kit primes caregivers to build the story of a 
fictional character Eli, whose experience is similar to theirs, advising and 
providing solutions to Eli. 

These same solutions can then be applied to their situation, empowering them to 
see that they have the ability to take distance and resolve their difficulties if they 
so choose.

“ It’s simply listening and rephrasing the 
same set of options that I get from them.

This gets them to think from another 
perspective.

 - Counsellor 
Ain Society



03. Introduction + Story Crafting 06. Notebook x20 + Extra Bookmark

This is an extra 
copy of the yellow 
bookmark. 

You may pass it to 
other caregivers 
or supporting 
organisations, 
writing your:

story,
 
action plan,
 
and how others 
may contact you

should they need 
support or simply 
a listening ear. 

Caregiving101 Kit

Caregiving101 consists of a book and 2 sets of priming cards.

The book guides them through the crafting of Eli’s story while 
the 2 decks consists of 34 cards that primes the caregivers 
with relevant situations to craft the story.
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Cover + Tear-away Bookmark

Title of book and tear-away 
bookmark, where caregivers will 
write the story and solution 
crafted, facilitating the sharing of 
stories between caregivers.

The sharing of bookmarks also 
help caregivers understand each 
other’s situations, helping them 
see that they are not alone.

Priming cards x34

These cards help 
caregivers craft Eli’s 
story with experiences 
relevant to their own.

The content was derived from 
interviews with caregivers 
alongside the WeCare Toolkit from 
the National Council of Social 
Service (NCSS) in Singapore.

accept help from others, 
it is as much a gift to 
them as to us

this
may
help

a 
likely 
concern

feeling of loneliness in 
your caregiving journey
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